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A new microfluidic model that allows monitoring
of complex vascular structures and cell
interactions in a 3D biological matrix†
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Microfluidic organ-on-a-chip designs are used to mimic human tissues, including the vasculature. Here we
present a novel microfluidic device that allows the interaction of endothelial cells (ECs) with pericytes and
the extracellular matrix (ECM) in full bio-matrix encased 3D vessel structures (neovessels) that can be
subjected to continuous, unidirectional flow and perfusion with circulating immune cells. We designed a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) device with a reservoir for a 3D fibrinogen gel with pericytes. Open channels
were created for ECs to form a monolayer. Controlled, continuous, and unidirectional flow was introduced
via a pump system while the design facilitated 3D confocal imaging. In this vessel-on-a-chip system, ECs
interact with pericytes to create a human cell derived blood vessel which maintains a perfusable lumen for
up to 7 days. Dextran diffusion verified endothelial barrier function while demonstrating the beneficial role
of supporting pericytes. Increased permeability after thrombin stimulation showed the capacity of the
neovessels to show natural vascular response. Perfusion of neovessels with circulating THP-1 cells
demonstrated this system as a valuable platform for assessing interaction between the endothelium and
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immune cells in response to TNFα. In conclusion: we created a novel vascular microfluidic device that
facilitates the fabrication of an array of parallel soft-channel structures in ECM gel that develop into
biologically functional neovessels without hard-scaffold support. This model provides a unique tool to
conduct live in vitro imaging of the human vasculature during perfusion with circulating cells to mimic
(disease) environments in a highly systematic but freely configurable manner.

Introduction
Current vascular research focuses on the understanding of
fundamental and disease-driven processes for therapeutical
purposes and regenerative aims. A broad variety of in vitro
assays are available in the field, with each designed to study a
specific aspect of vascular biology.1 Endothelial barrier
a
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homeostasis is vital for vascular performance and is often
assessed in in vitro setups.2 Junction proteins such as vascular
endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin) and zonula occludens 1
(ZO-1) facilitate barrier function,2,3 and are widely studied in
multiple settings, including disease-associated inflammation.
During inflammation, VE-cadherin junctions are disrupted by
leukocytes, thereby increasing barrier permeability4 and
facilitating diapedesis of these circulating cells.5–7 Leukocyte
extravasation during inflammation requires complex
interactions between multiple vascular cell types and the
surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM), and are mainly
assessed in vitro in parallel flow chambers, which allow
perfusion of circulating cells over a confluent endothelial
monolayer with employment of syringe pumps to control the
flow hemodynamics.8,9 These in vitro models offer easily
accessible, and (sometimes) high throughput solutions for
live confocal monitoring. However, although they provide
excellent in vitro platforms to study basic vascular
mechanisms, the high biological and biomechanical
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complexity of the natural vasculature give rise to many
technical challenges that remain to be addressed. For
example, perfusable channels may not mimic the natural
vessel geometry10,11 or are not fully 3D ECM encapsulated due
to limitations to the mechanical strength of the available
(hydro) gels.12,13 Co-culture of all relevant vascular cell types
may also not be possible in certain setups, and lack of e.g.
mural cells (pericytes and smooth muscle cells) support may
hamper native vascular function in vivo.14–16 On the other
hand, animal models which do provide the required complex
vascular environment, may also be practically and logistically
challenging, are less suitable for high throughput screening,
and may be limited in human relevance. The development of
novel, more improved in vitro systems that combine the
complexity of the native vasculature and allow direct
monitoring of the cells in a physiologically relevant setting
would greatly enhance the current insights into vascular and
circulating cell behavior in healthy and different disease
conditions.
Microfluidic technology that allows controlled prefabrication of perfusable micro-channels in the microvascular
range could provide a low cost, high through put-based,
quantifiable
solution
that
captures
the
human
microenvironment for in depth mechanistic studies.17
Moreover, human based microfluidic systems have the ability
to bridge the gap between non-complex in vitro models and
complex, non-human in vivo techniques. In the last decade,
this technology has been widely applied to successfully
mimic human tissues, including the vasculature.18 Some
examples of advanced microfluidic “vessel-on-a-chip” systems
include the assay presented by Lam et al. which consists of a
set of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channels from which the
largest one functions as a central angiogenesis chamber with
endothelial colony-forming-cell derived endothelial cells
(ECFC ECs), connected to adjacent stromal cell chambers
and channels with oxygen scavenging compounds.19 Basic
PDMS designs often require micro-vessel formation by
sprouting (from adjacent chambers) or self-assembly in an
ECM environment in the angiogenic chamber. Here, the
additional PDMS channels introduce spatial and temporal
variants in local oxygen levels to mimic physiological
conditions.19 By adding more relevant cell types, such as
astrocytes and epidermal cells to the vascular cells in the
angiogenesis chamber or adjacent chambers, the blood brain
barrier and the vascularized skin microenvironment could be
replicated more accurately in a variety of comparable PDMS
channels based microfluidic systems.20–23 Similar devices
have been presented with micro-channels which are partially
in contact with 3D ECM gels from which the shared surfaces
are lined with human ECs to mimic blood vessels.22,24–26
Other studies have used channels that are cast in full
collagen type I gel to mimic the lymphatic vessels or to study
skin cell interaction with blood vessels.27–29
Despite development of these highly advanced systems,
several challenges in blood vessel-on-a-chip design remain,
such as optimization of a protocol that would allow addition
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of mural cells to the endothelial monolayer.14–16,19,27,30,31
Vascular-supporting cells, particularly pericytes that are
present in the native microvasculature, play a significant role
in establishing vascular homeostasis and maintaining the
barrier function.32,33 Pericyte deficiency in specific murine
knockdown lines results in significant loss of endothelial
barrier function, causing vascular leakage, and reduced
vascular growth.34–36 Inclusion of perivascular cells into the
vessel-on-a-chip system is therefore a crucial requirement to
fully emulate the functional human microvasculature.
The use of micro-channels fully cast in PDMS with the
(endothelial) cells directly cultured on a PDMS
surface12,13,37,38 also provides another challenge; PDMS has
different properties than native ECM in context of stiffness
and bio-stimulation of (endothelial) cells, and limits the
natural interaction between mural cells and ECs.39,40
However, PDMS does provide the right amount of mechanical
stiffness to support physiologically relevant levels of flow in
small caliber channels (<1000 μm) without compromising
the channel geometry, which is often an encountered issue
with perfusion of hydrogel-based channels. Most current
models also do not use mechanically applied flow, but a
passive low flow system based on volume differences in the
in- and outlet reservoirs to circumvent these problems in
hydrogel based channels.41–43 The development of a novel
vessel-on-a-chip system with controlled, unidirectional,
continuous flow at levels that more closely mimic the
physiological condition would greatly aid in the study of
typical circulating immune cell behavior during interactions
with the vasculature such as rolling, adhesion and
extravasation.5,6
Here we present a new advanced in vitro microfluidics
model that more closely mimics the in vivo vasculature by: (1)
creating a mechanically controlled perfusion system with
multiple tubular micro-channels that are completely enclosed
in 3D ECM without direct contact of seeded cells with the
PDMS casing or any other hard-material scaffolding. (2)
Seeding these channels with human-derived GFP-labeled ECs
and dsRED-labeled pericytes, and thereby recreating a blood
vessel with a confluent endothelium and mural cell support
providing optimized endothelial barrier function. (3)
Controlling perfusion with circulating immune cells through
these neovessels to provide a platform for interaction studies
of circulating cells with the activated endothelium. This new
system is designed to allow spatiotemporal visualization of
the multiple steps in leukocyte adhesion in vitro using
confocal microscopy with the possibility of live imaging. It
can be used to enhance our understanding of the
mechanisms of vascular inflammation processes in various
diseases.

Materials and methods
Cell culture
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs; Lonza)
were cultured in EGM-2 (EBM-2 supplemented with Single
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Quots; Lonza). Human brain derived pericytes (ScienCell)
were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) with additional 10% FBS (GE
healthcare). All media was supplemented with 100 U ml−1
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were cultured on fresh
gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) coated dishes until passage 8 and
harvested using trypsin (Gibco). Lentivirus green fluorescent
protein- (GFP) transduced HUVECs and lentivirus discosoma
sp. Red fluorescent protein- (dsRED) transduced pericytes
(both under the human EF1a promoter) were used until
passage 8. GFP-transduced HUVECs and dsRED-transduced
pericytes show bright fluorescence in their cytoplasm. Dead
cells will not express any fluorescent signal. THP-1 cells were
kept in suspension culture using RPMI (Gibco) with the
addition of 10% FBS (GE healthcare) and 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (Gibco) until passage 23. All cells and
experiments were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2.
Microfluidic device manufacturing
A microfluidic device mold was designed in NX version 10.0
and milled with a Roland MDX-40a benchtop CNC Mill from
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Twenty seven G needles
(BD Bioscience) were glued into 21G needles (BD Bioscience,
New Jersey/United States) with metal–metal epoxy glue
(Bison). PMMA mold and needles were cleaned and
assembled to form the microfluidic mold. Sylgard 184
elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Dow Corning) was
prepared in a 1 : 10 curing agent to base ratio, stirred and
placed in a vacuum dissector until all air was removed. PDMS
was poured into the PMMA-based microfluidic device mold
and placed in a 65 °C oven for at least 2 hours. After peeling
off the PDMS from the mold, a glass coverslip was assembled
to the PDMS device. Both, the PDMS component and the
glass coverslips (22 × 22 mm) (Paul Marienfield, GmbH & Co)
were tape cleaned for dust and the bonding surface was
treated with corona discharge (SpotTEC, Tantec) prior to
assembly. Furthermore, the bonded microfluidic devices were
put in 65 °C for 30 min with additional weights to reinforce
covalent bonds. Freshly formed covalent bonds between glass
and PDMS results in a leakage-free microfluidic device. The
reservoir is 5 mm by 17 mm by 1.7 mm in a PDMS device of
21 mm by 41 mm. Needles for molding the ECM gel channels
were located at a distance of 0.75 mm of the bottom.
Fibrinogen gel creation and channel molding
ESI† Fig. S1 illustrates the work flow overview. PDMS devices
were sterilized with UV for 30 min. Five sterile 26G needles
(450 μm in diameter, BD bioscience) were inserted in the
ports of the PDMS and function as the molds for casting the
channels. Fibrinogen (7.5 mg ml−1; Millipore) was dissolved
in EGM-2 (Lonza). Vacuum was applied to remove air bubbles
in the ECM containing. Next, a pericyte pellet was
resuspended in the fibrinogen solution to a concentration of
5 × 105 cells per ml which was injected into the reservoir of
the sterile PDMS microfluidic device via a syringe and 30G
needle (BD Bioscience). A 30G needle on the opposite site of
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the reservoir acts as outlet for air (ESI† Fig. S1). Devices with
ECM gel and pericytes were placed in an incubator and
turned over every 30 min for 2 hours, before leaving in the
incubator overnight for further crosslinking. Needles were
removed after 24 hours subsequently forming channels in
the ECM gel (indicated in all further experiments as day 0).
HUVECs were concentrated to a 12 × 106 cells per ml
suspension in EGM-2 and seeded into the formed channels.
The PDMS device was turned over every 30 min to evenly seed
the top and bottom of the channels. After 2 hours, the
microfluidic device was submerged in EGM-2 (static
condition) for three days to ensure the HUVECs formed a
monolayer in the channel. Based on the reservoir volume and
channel volume (all 5 channels combined) and the previously
described cell concentrations, the estimate ratio between
pericyte and HUVECs is 1 : 4.2 (12 560 pericytes vs. 52 800
HUVECs) per microfluidic device. All experiments were
conducted 3 days after seeding HUVECs in the channels after
visual validation of successful endothelial monolayer
formation.

Perfusion set up
The Ibidi perfusion sets (black; Ibidi) were fitted with an
additional PE-50 (Becton Dickinson) with inner diameter of
0.5 mm in order to match the specifications of the inlets of
the PDMS mold. All perfusion sets were sterilized with 70%
ethanol and UV radiation for one hour. The connection of
the perfusion set with the microfluidic device was made with
the PE-50 tubing and needles. Sterile 26G needles were
inserted before the perfusion in the PDMS. The points of the
needles reach the start of the HUVECS channel in order to
keep residual PDMS from closing the channel and disturbing
the flow. The setup was placed in an incubator and flow
speed was adjusted using the Ibidi pump software. Perfusion
with THP-1 cells was performed with a combination of
culturing media, in ratio 1 : 1 of EGM-2 and RPMI (further
referred as perfusion medium). THP-1 cells (5 × 105 cells per
ml in total) were stained with CellTracker Deep Red Dye
(Thermo Fisher) according to manufacturer's manual and
used for perfusion. Cells were kept in perfusion medium
after staining. Tumor necrosis factor (TNFα 10 ng ml−1;
rhTNFα, R&D systems) or control (PBS) in perfusion medium
was added to the THP-1 perfusion.

In-channel immunofluorescent staining
Immunofluorescent staining was performed at specific time
points. The PDMS device was fixated by submersion in PFA
4%. 1% BSA (bovine serum albumin), primary antibody (antiVE-cadherin (CD144) clone BV9, Millipore), secondary
antibody (Alexa Fluor® 568, Invitrogen Life Technologies)
and DAPI were applied with caution using a 30G needle. After
each injection step, a wash step was performed 3 times by
submerging the channels in PBS. VE-cadherin primary
antibody targets extracellular parts of VE-cadherin and was
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incubated overnight at 4 °C before incubation with the
secondary antibody for 1 h at room temperature.

RNA isolation and qPCR
RNA from the cells in the microfluidic device was isolated in
2 ways, either as a pool of HUVECs and pericyte RNA (1), or
per individual cell type (2). For condition 1: the PDMS casing
was cut open to gain access to the reservoir. The full reservoir
(ECM gel including pericytes and HUVECs) was lysed using
RLY lysis buffer for RNA isolation. For condition 2: RLY lysis
buffer was flushed into the channel using a syringe and
needle in the inlet and outlet of the microfluidic device.
Lysate from all channels was combined for RNA isolation to
form the HUVECs specific fraction. The remaining gel with
pericytes in the microfluidic device was lysed, creating a
separate pericyte fraction. RNA was isolated using ISOLATE II
RNA kit (Bioline) with DNAse and cDNA was made using
SensiFAST cDNA synthesis kit (Bioline) according
manufactures protocol. qPCR was performed using FastStart
Universal SYBR Green Master (Roche) following the qPCR
program: 8,5′ 95 °C, 38 cycles (15″ 95 °C; 45″ 60 °C) 1′ 95 °C,
1′ 65 °C, 62 cycles (10″ 65 °C + 0.5 °C). Gene expression levels
were normalized to β-beta actin (ESI† Table S1).

Dextran diffusion assay
Dextran rhodamine B 70 kDa (10 nM in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich)
was used to address endothelial barrier function. Dextran
was initially applied to the cell seeded channels of the
microfluidic device in the presence or absence of human
recombinant thrombin (0.5 and 1 U ml−1; thrombin, R&D
systems).

Imaging
Imaging of the microfluidic device was performed with a
Leica TCS SP8X confocal microscope. Due to the dimensional
properties of the channels, images were made with 10× or
20× magnification for both z-stack mode (42 focus sections
per z-stack, 12 μm step size) and tile scan mode (3 × 2 tile).
Average confocal time for each channel was 45 min using
these settings. Images shown are projections of these tile
scan/z-stack images unless indicated otherwise. Image
analysis was performed with Leica LASX software and ImageJ.
Longitudinal cross sections, 3D reconstructions, and GIF
movies of the channels in the microfluidic device were
generated with Leica LASX software. Dextran diffusion assays
and channel width measurements were performed with an
inverted microscope (Olympus IX53). Immediately after
dextran injection, the channels were imaged every 10 min.
Image analysis and quantification was performed using
ImageJ and Graphpad Prism software (version 7.02). Dextran
permeability coefficient was calculated according to the
method published by Price and Tien.44
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Statistics
All data shown in bar graphs are presented as means ± SEM.
Groups were compared by students t-test or one-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey post hoc test when appropriate. P < 0.05
was accepted as statistically significant.

Results
Microfluidics device design, production, and use
The microfluidic device is composed of an open reservoir made
of PDMS walls and a bottom that is sealed with a coverslip. This
reservoir is filled with ECM gel (fibrinogen in the present study)
and is connected to 5 inlets and 5 outlets in the PDMS walls
that can be linked to tubing for monitored perfusion. These
connectors narrow down to 450 μm diameter sections towards
the reservoir. The schematic device design is shown in Fig. 1A
and prototype replicated PDMS device is shown in Fig. 1B. A
fibrinogen gel mixed with (dsRED-labeled) pericytes is injected
through the PDMS into the reservoir to form the ECM gel. The
reservoir offers the possibility to cast different types of ECM
gels, with or without additional cells, to mimic the
microenvironment. In total, five 26 gauge needles are inserted
through the inlets and outlets to act as molds during the
casting of the fibrinogen gel to create 450 μm diameter
channels in the 3D ECM. After gel cross-linking, the needles are
extracted, leaving behind the open channel structures (Fig. 1C).
The five individual ECM channels are aligned with the PDMS
inlets and outlets, creating a closed leakage-free system that
allows flow perfusion of the ECM channels using tubing
connected to the Ibidi pump system (Fig. 1D i and ii). The
channels are seeded with GFP-labeled HUVECs to create the
endothelial monolayer lining of the blood vessels. A schematic
overview of the workflow, including a time line (ECM casting;
day-1, EC seeding; day 0, maturation of the channel and start
experiment; day 3), is shown in ESI† Fig. S1. Quantification of
channel diameter shows a limited ∼60 μm (∼12%) increase in
channel diameter immediately after needle removal (Fig. 1E).
Other procedures, such as seeding of the channels with
HUVECs, prolonged static culture and flow perfusion did not
further influence the channel diameter. Using this setup, the
device offers a biocompatible, homogenous, isotropic, and
optically transparent setting that is suitable for direct
observation of the ECM channels by (fluorescence) microscopy
in real-time. The distance from the center of the ECM channel
to the cover glass is 0.9 μm, which places the entire channel
within the working distance of a high-resolution lens on
standard confocal microscopes. This arrangement allows direct
monitoring and recording of dynamic interactions of vascular
and circulating cells in the 3D blood vessel structure.
Bio-engineering of a mechanical flow perfused blood vessel
in the fibrinogen matrix environment of the microfluidic
device
The human blood vessel is composed of a confluent
monolayer of ECs supported by mural cells such as pericytes.
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Fig. 1 Microfluidics device design, production, and use. (A) Overview of the design of the microfluidics device. (B) Prototype of the microfluidics
device. (C) Micrographs show on the left hand side the needle embedded in the fibrinogen gel, and on the right hand side the ECM channel left
behind in the crosslinked fibrinogen matrix after removal of the needle. Diameter of the channel is indicated by a red bar. (D; I and II) Setup of the
microfluidics system connected to the Ibidi perfusion pump via needles and tubing. (E) Bar graph showing the ECM channel diameter in the
presence of the needle, after removal of the needle (channel), after seeding with HUVECs in the channel (HUVECs), before perfusion (3 days after
seeding) and after 2 days of perfusion (40 μl ml−1). N = 3. Scale bar = 250 μm.

To evaluate ECs and pericytes behavior, we co-seeded the
microfluidic system with both cell types. GFP-labeled
HUVECs directly seeded into the ECM channels of the device
developed confluent monolayers in 3 days time under static
conditions (Fig. 2A, view from bottom side of vessel wall).
Monitoring the same channels from day 1 to day 3 reveals a
steady increase of ECs till full coverage at day 3. Meanwhile
dsRED-labeled pericytes, homogeneously seeded in the
fibrinogen matrix, were increasingly recruited to the
neovessel over time (ESI† Fig. S2A). In contrast, in conditions
in which only HUVECs-GFP were seeded in the channels
without pericytes in the ECM, ECs coverage of the channels
remained poor with the cells showing difficulties to maintain
a confluent monolayer (ESI† Fig. S2B).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

The neovessel structures created by co-culture of HUVECs
and pericytes maintained an open lumen as shown in the
longitudinal and composite views (Fig. 2B and C; ESI† Fig.
S2C, ESI† Movie 1). At day 3, some dsRED-labeled pericytes
made direct contact with the endothelial monolayer, as
shown in the 3D composite (Fig. 2D) and high magnification
(Fig. 2E i and ii) views. Experiments to evaluate the sprouting
capacity of the established neovessel also showed pericyte
coverage of the emerging endothelial sprouts (ESI† Fig. S2D,
Movie S2).
Flow perfusion was introduced in the microfluidics device
by connecting the inlets and outlets with tubing in a closed
system connected to an Ibidi pump. The ECM channels were
first perfused with medium at 20 μl per minute and
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Fig. 2 A complex neovessel with open lumen is formed in the ECM channels after 3 days of static co-culture after cell seeding. (A) Confocal
micrograph of the endothelial monolayer formed by GFP-labeled HUVECs (green) with perivascular coverage by dsRED-labeled pericytes (red) of
the artificial neovessel. Scale bar = 500 μm. (B) Longitudinal cross section of the vessel. (C) Composite display of longitudinal cross section
micrographs. (D) 3D reconstruction of half a wall of the neovessel. (E; I and II) High magnification views of the vessel wall. Pericytes are localized
in direct contact with ECs, indicated by white arrows. Scale bar = 250 μm.

incubated at 5% CO2 at 37 °C to allow the ECs monolayer to
adjust from a static condition to flow. After 24 h, the flow
rate was increased to 40 μl min−1, which yields an estimated
shear rate of 38.3 s−1 or a wall shear stress of 0.286 dyne per
cm2. This is close to, or within the range of, the levels
previously used in microfluidic studies that focus on
leukocyte–endothelium
interaction
under
controlled
flow.45–47 After 2 days of controlled continuous perfusion at

1832 | Lab Chip, 2020, 20, 1827–1844

40 μl min−1, the endothelial coverage of the seeded ECM
channels remained fully confluent and perivascular pericyte
coverage of the neovessel remained intact (Fig. 3A and B).
To assess in more detail if prolonged culture and/or flow
improves the number of recruited pericytes to the direct
neovessel ECM surroundings and subsequent promote
neovessel coverage, quantification of the dsRED signal was
conducted in co-cultures at 4- and 5-days post seeding. A
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Fig. 3 Flow perfusion of the neovessels in the microfluidics device. (A) Micrographs show the monolayer of GFP-labeled HUVECs and perivascular
coverage of dsRED-labeled pericytes of the neovessels after 5 days of static culture (upper row) and after 3 days of static culture + 2 days of flow
perfusion (0.286 dyne per cm2, 40 μl ml−1, lower row). Scale bar = 500 μm. (B) High magnification images of static culture (upper row) and
perfused (lower row) neovessels. Scale bar = 100 μm.

steady increase of pericyte area per standardized image view
was observed when comparing day 4 and 5 with day 3 post
seeding under static conditions (Fig. 4A and B). No additional
effect on pericyte area in the neovessel surrounding ECM was
observed when flow was applied at day 4 (Fig. 4B). The
increased coverage over time was not attributed to
adaptations in cell morphology and subsequent increase per
individual pericyte cell surface area, but is associated with an
increase in total pericyte number (ESI† Fig. S2E). This
increase in the amount of pericytes stabilized after 7 days of
static co-culture (data not shown).
The time-dependent increase in local accumulation of
pericytes was more pronounced closer to the endothelial wall
(Fig. 4C). To analyse pericyte distribution, different segments
were defined, ranging from 0–200, 200–400, 400–600 μm
from the vessel wall into the ECM gel, with 0 assigned to the
location nearest to the vessel wall. Quantification of pericyte
+ areas in each segment showed that there are more pericytes
present within the segments closest to the neovessel after 5
days of static culture (Fig. 4D and E). This typical distribution

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

pattern persists after prolonged incubation (e.g. day 9) of the
microfluidic device (data not shown).
Prolonged co-culture of pericytes with ECs in the
microfluidic system did not diminish the pericyte phenotype,
as shown by assessment of expression levels of typical
pericyte markers PDGFRB and NG2 over a period of 7 days,
in whole neovessels and ECM lysates. At 7 days post seeding,
a significant increase in mRNA levels of both pericytes
markers was observed compared to earlier time points
(Fig. 4F). Similarly, prolonged co-culture in the device did not
diminish the EC phenotype, as shown by stable mRNA levels
of typical endothelial markers VEGFR2 and PECAM (Fig. 5A).
Likewise mRNA levels of adherens junction VE-cadherin,
tight junction ZO-1 and gap junction connexin 43 (CX43)
remained constant during the 7 days of co-culture (Fig. 5B).
To specifically evaluate the expression of cell junction
markers by ECs that comprise the monolayer in the
neovessels, separate lysates for RNA isolation of ECs in the
channels and pericytes in the gel were harvested. ECs and
pericytes enrichment of the harvested fractions was validated
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Fig. 4 Pericyte characteristics over time. (A) Representative projection of dsRED pericytes (upper picture) and merged with GFP endothelial cells
(green; lower picture) signals at day 3 and day 5 of culture under static conditions. Scale bar = 250 μm. (B) Increase of pericyte dsRED area over
time and after flow: total dsRED area per image view are displayed for day 4 (n = 6) and day 5 (n = 14) under static conditions and 1 day after
perfusion (day 4; n = 5). Day 4 and 5 (both static) and day 4 perfusion (1 day of perfusion) are normalized to their starting point, day 3 (dotted line).
**P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001. (C) Representative view of changes in pericyte distribution over time. Average dsRED signal (grey value) of day 3
(black line) and day 5 (red line) quantified in a cross section perpendicular to the neovessel. The green area represents the neovessel area. Beside
the higher signal of pericytes at day 5 (due to increase in numbers), the distribution of the pericytes is more shifted to the vicinity of the neovessel
compared to day 3. (D) Changes in pericyte distribution over time in different locations in close and distant proximity of the neovessel. To analyse
pericyte distribution, different segments were defined ranging from 0–200, 200–400, 400–600 from the neovessel wall into the ECM gel, with 0
nearest to the vessel wall. The graph shows the average pericyte area (grey value dsRED) of the different segments at day 3 and day 5. Pericyte
area at day 5 is increased compared to day 3, due to increase in pericyte numbers. (E) Significant increase in pericyte recruitment towards the
vessel wall over time. To analyse the changes in pericyte recruitment towards the 0 baseline location (vessel wall), changes in pericyte area in
segment 0–200 and 200–400 were assessed as calculated by the delta of area values in segments 0–200 vs. 200–400 at day 3 (black bar graph)
compared to day 5 (grey bar graph). N = 6, *P < 0.05. (F) mRNA levels for well-known pericyte markers PDGFRB and NG2 over time. Both genes
were significantly upregulated at day 7 compared to earlier time points. N = 5, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

by qPCR evaluation of ECs and pericytes markers (ESI† Fig.
S3A). The ECs enriched fraction showed a trend (P = 0.099) of
higher VE-cadherin expression compared to 2D mono
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cultured ECs and comparable expression levels to ECs cocultured with pericytes in a trans-well setup (ESI† Fig. S3B).
Fluorescent immunostaining of VE-cadherin of the
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Fig. 5 Endothelial characteristics over time. (A) Stable mRNA levels of well-known endothelial cells markers VEGFR2 and PECAM over time. (B)
Stable mRNA levels of junction markers VE-cadherin, ZO-1 and CX43 over time. All graphs are N = 5, except ZO-1 (N = 4). (C) VE-cadherin staining
of the endothelial monolayer of the neovessel. VE-cadherin junctions (red) are clearly visible between the endothelial cells. DAPI signal (blue) stains
cell nuclei. High magnification image (right) shows the VE-cadherin junctions between endothelial cells and DAPI+ nuclei. Scale bar = 50 μm.

neovessels in static co-culture conditions showed wellestablished adherens junctions in the endothelial monolayer
(Fig. 5C), indicating successful establishment of an intact
endothelial barrier.

Assessment of endothelial barrier function
An important function of the endothelium in vivo is to form
an active, regulatory barrier between the vessel lumen and
the surrounding tissue for relatively large sized plasma
proteins and circulating cells. Therefore, we assessed the
endothelial barrier function of the established ECs
monolayer in the ECM channels by monitoring the transendothelial diffusion of rhodamine labeled 70 kDa dextran
during static culture conditions at 3 days post seeding in the
microfluidic device. ECM channels without coverage of
HUVECs and pericytes showed dextran leakage into the ECM
environment at 1 min after onset of dextran injection.
Fluorescent dextran signal was increased after 30 min.
Similarly, coverage of ECM channels with HUVECs only
produced considerable dextran leakage at 1 and 30 min post
perfusion time points. In contrast, coverage of ECM channels
with HUVECs and pericytes clearly reduced dextran leakage
at 1 and 30 min after onset of dextran perfusion compared to
the other two conditions (Fig. 6A). The fluorescent area of the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

dextran rhodamine signal that has penetrated into the
surrounding ECM was quantified per cross-sectional location
and displayed in bell-curve graphs for 1 and 30 min
measurements. The slopes for the 1 and 30 min bell-curves
of the ‘HUVECs + pericytes’ condition were considerably
steeper than the slopes of the ‘no cells’ and ‘HUVECs single’
conditions, indicating that dextran rhodamine signal was
more maintained within the ECM channel when the device
was seeded with both HUVECs and pericytes (Fig. 6B).
Quantification of the area under the bell-curve (AUC), showed
a significant increase in dextran area inside the channel for
‘HUVECs + pericytes’ versus ‘HUVECs single’ or ‘no cells’
conditions at 30 min after onset of dextran perfusion
(Fig. 6C). In line with these findings, the AUC shows a
significant increase in dextran area outside of the channel
for ‘no cells’ and ‘HUVECs single’ versus ‘HUVECs +
pericytes’ conditions at 30 min after onset of dextran
perfusion (Fig. 6D). The calculated permeability coefficients
derived from these data similarly shows a reduction in
dextran leakage between ‘HUVECs + pericytes’ compared to
‘HUVECs single’ (2.62 × 10−7 cm s−1 ± 2.45 × 10−7 cm s−1
versus 3.12 × 10−6 cm s−1 ± 4.26 × 10−7 cm s−1; P = 0.002) and
‘HUVECs + pericytes’ versus ‘no cells’ (2.62 × 10−7 cm s−1 ±
2.45 × 10−7 cm s−1 versus 4.21 × 10−6 cm s−1 ± 4.7 × 10−8 cm
s−1; P ≤ 0.001) conditions.
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Fig. 6 Assessment of the endothelial barrier function of neovessels in the microfluidics device. (A) Micrographs show 70 kDa dextran rhodamine
diffusion out of the vessel lumens at 1 minute and 30 minutes post dextran infusion into ECM in channels without cells (upper row), ECM channels
seeded with single GFP-labeled HUVECs (mid row), and neovessels composed of GFP-labeled HUVECs and pericytes seeded in the ECM channels
(lower row). Scale bar = 500 μm. (B) Cross-diameter bell-curve distribution of the fluorescent intensity of dextran rhodamine over the ECM
compartment and channels for the different groups (without cells, with only GFP-labeled HUVECs, and with GFP-labeled HUVECs + pericytes), at 1
and 30 minutes post dextran rhodamine infusion. Slopes of the shoulders of the bell-curves are indicated in the graph. Quantified fluorescent
intensity is shown on the Y-axes. Cross section location is shown on X-axes. The channel area is indicated by the grey lines in the graphs. (C) Bar
graphs show the quantified data of dextran rhodamine + area under the curve (AUC) inside the ECM channel of the different groups (without cells,
with only GFP-labeled HUVECs, and with GFP-labeled HUVECs + pericytes), at 1 and 30 minutes post dextran rhodamine infusion, in percentage of
total curve area. N = 4, *P < 0.05. (D) Bar graphs show the quantified data of dextran rhodamine + AUC outside of the ECM channels of the
different groups (without cells, with only GFP-labeled HUVECs, and with GFP-labeled HUVECs + pericytes), at 1 and 30 minutes post dextran
rhodamine infusion, in percentage of total curve area. N = 4 (1 channel from 4 different microfluidic devices), **P < 0.001.
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In circulating cells–vasculature interaction studies,
endothelial activation compounds such as thrombin and
TNFα are often used to induce a pro-inflammatory state
in the endothelium. Consequently, thrombin was added
to
the
dextran
rhodamine
solution
to
assess
inflammation associated changes in endothelial barrier
function.
The fluorescent area of the dextran rhodamine signal that
has penetrated into the surrounding ECM was again
quantified per cross-sectional location and displayed in bellcurve graphs for different doses of thrombin at different time
points. Bell-curves of 0.5 U and 1 U thrombin addition to
dextran at 1 minute, 30 min and 60 min after onset of

Paper
dextran injection show a different distribution compared to
control conditions (Fig. 7A). Quantification of the AUC shows
a significant increase in dextran area outside the channel in
the ECM in thrombin versus control conditions at the 30 and
60 min time points (Fig. 7B). However, the calculated
permeability coefficient did not show a significant difference.
In addition, thrombin treated endothelial channels
stained for VE-cadherin showed small disruptions of the
adherens junction versus non-treated controls (Fig. 7C). These
data show that the newly developed platform can be used to
monitor and quantify vascular leakage over time and detect
inflammatory cytokine induced alterations in endothelial
barrier function.

Fig. 7 Endothelial barrier function in the microfluidics device is responsive to thrombin stimulation. (A) Cross-diameter bell-curve distribution of
the fluorescent intensity of dextran rhodamine over the ECM compartment and neovessels for the different groups (control, 0.5 U and 1 U
thrombin), at 1, 30 and 60 minutes post dextran rhodamine infusion. Quantified fluorescent intensity is shown on the Y-axes. Cross section
location is shown on X-axes. ECM channel area is indicated with grey lines in the graph. (B) Bar graphs show the quantified data of dextran
rhodamine + area under the curve (AUC) inside (top graph) or outside vessel (lower graph) areas of the different groups (control, 0.5 U and 1 U
thrombin), at 1, 30 and 60 minutes post dextran rhodamine infusion. N = 4 (1 channel from 4 different microfluidic devices), *P < 0.05, **P <
0.001. (C) VE-cadherin staining of the endothelial monolayer of the neovessels with and without thrombin stimulation. The control condition
shows the clear line patterns of the VE-cadherin junctions between the endothelial cells (left). Thrombin stimulation results in small interruptions
between the VE-cadherin junctions (white arrowheads). Scale bar = 50 μm.
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Assessment of monocyte–endothelial interaction
One important aspect for a vessel-on-a-chip system to
replicate for disease studies is the interaction between ECs
and circulating (immune) cells. We assessed the interaction
of circulating monocytes (THP-1) and the vascular wall in the
presence and absence of pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα.
Flow perfusion was introduced as described above, but now

Lab on a Chip
with the addition of THP-1 cells in the perfusion medium.
The perfusion medium was a mix of EGM-2 and RPMI
medium to meet both ECs and THP-1 cells requirements.
THP-1 cells were visualized with CellTracker deep red in
combination with GFP-labeled HUVECs and dsRED-labeled
pericytes. Circulatory cells remained in suspension in the
Ibidi reservoirs and did not clog or stick to the Ibidi tubing.
Endothelial channels were perfused with THP-1 cells for 24 h

Fig. 8 Monocyte–EC interaction in response to pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα after 24 hours perfusion. (A) Vessel wall shown after perfusion
with medium with THP-1 cells (magenta) for 24 hours, shown are attached THP-1 cells. HUVECs are shown in green, pericytes in red. (B) Vessel
wall after perfusion with THP-1 (magenta) for 24 hours in presence of TNFα. Scale bar = 500 μm. (C) THP-1 positive area shown in percentage of
the total image area (displayed on Y-axes) is significantly increased in response to TNFα stimulation. (D) THP-1 positive area co-localizing with ECs
is significantly increased in TNFα conditions. (E) THP-1 positive area co-localizing with pericytes shows a trend (#P = 0.0701) of increase when
TNFα present. N = 6 (1 channel from 6 different microfluidic devices), **P < 0.001.
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at 40 μl min−1. Confocal microscopy showed live perfusion of
THP-1 cells through the endothelial channel (ESI† Fig. S4A
and B; Movie S3). A limited number of THP-1 cells attached
to the endothelial wall under earlier described flow
conditions (Fig. 8A). Addition of TNFα in the perfusion
medium significantly increase attachment of THP-1 cells in
these neovessels (Fig. 8B and C). Quantification of z-stack
images showed increased co-localization of THP-1 cells and
ECs with TNFα stimulation (Fig. 8D). TNFα did not influence
THP-1 proliferation (data not shown). In addition, a trend (P
= 0.07) is observed demonstrating an increase in percentage
THP-1 area co-localized with pericyte area in TNFα conditions
(Fig. 8E). TNFα did not influence total HUVECs or pericyte
area, nor did it affect co-localization of HUVECs with
pericytes (ESI† Fig. S4C and E). Binding of THP-1 cells to
these neovessels in pro-inflammatory conditions illustrates
that this in vitro microfluidic model emulates in vivo
properties of the vasculature during inflammation.

Discussion
In this study, we designed, manufactured, and validated a
novel microfluidic vessel-on-a-chip system that replicates
complex, and most importantly, functional neovessel
structures in a full 3D ECM environment. The most
important findings of the present study are: 1) the ECM
channels provide an excellent base to seed ECs to form
tissue-engineered neovessels with relevant morphology and
an open lumen supported by perivascular pericytes in a full
3D ECM microenvironment. 2) The endothelial monolayer
inside the channels is maintained when exposed to
controlled, unidirectional, continuous flow when perfused for
up to 48 hours. 3) The created device provides an easily
accessible platform for live confocal imaging of interaction
between vascular cells, and (4) both pericytes and ECs
contribute to a viable and functional neovessel. 5) The
presence of pericytes in the microfluidic system is essential
to maintain the endothelial barrier function of the tissueengineered vessel, as monitored and quantified by using
fluorescent labeled dextran perfusion. 6) Endothelial barrier
function in the device is responsive to biological stimuli such
as thrombin, making it a suitable platform for testing
endothelial barrier function to different biological factors
and pharmaceutical compounds. Furthermore, 7) circulating
monocytes interact with the endothelial wall in response to
the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα, demonstrating that the
system is suitable for testing circulating leukocytes
attachment to the endothelium during inflammation.
The low-cost and high throughput capacity of microfluidic
technology could bridge the gap between in vitro and in vivo
methods. We designed a microfluidic device that can easily
be manufactured using standard PDMS casting techniques
and can be used for live confocal imaging. The PDMS devices
are highly reproducible due to the casting method and easy
to handle during culturing and setup. This device enables
the co-cultivation of multiple vascular cell types in a 3D
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fashion with ECM interactions, thereby mimicking the in vivo
situation. Our current microfluidic platform supports two
important readout parameters for the assessment of vascular
function:
(1) Endothelial barrier function: our tissue-engineered
vessel supported by pericytes establishes a functional
monolayer which can be quantified using fluorescent labelled
dextran diffusion. This method is often used in microfluidic
systems to quantify vascular barrier function.48,49 The
calculated permeability coefficients of 2.62 × 10−7 cm s−1 and
3.12 × 10−6 cm s−1 for pericytes + ECs and only ECs
conditions in our microfluidic system fall within the broad
range reported by previous studies.49–51 This level of
permeability is higher than the levels observed in vivo
models, yet lower compared to other in vitro models as
indicated by Lee and colleagues.51 In line with our data, Kim
et al. observed a reduction in permeability when ECs were cocultured with pericytes in their vessel-on-a-chip system.52
Similarly Campisi et al. observed a reduction in permeability
when pericytes were added to an iPSC derived endothelial
culture in their blood brain barrier system,21 with
permeability further reduced when the authors used a
combination of pericytes, iPSC ECs, and astrocytes.21
Alimperti et al. also demonstrated the supportive role of bone
marrow stromal cells in endothelial barrier function when
these cells were co-cultured at different ratios with ECs,
illustrating that pericytes are not the only dedicated cell types
for vasculature support.53
Furthermore, our microfluidic model also responds to
thrombin-induced
ECs
barrier
changes:
Thrombin
stimulation disrupts VE-cadherin binding between ECs, thus
decreasing the number of intact adherens junctions and
impairing vascular barrier function.54–56 Our data
demonstrates that quantification of alterations in endothelial
barrier function in response to thrombin is possible within a
short time frame (1 hour) by assessment of dextran diffusion
and VE-cadherin disturbance, which is line with a limited
number of microfluidics systems that in their design offer a
similar possibility to test endothelial barrier changes to
thrombin.53,57
(2) Interaction with circulating immune cells under flow:
circulating monocytes that show limited interaction with
blood vessels during healthy conditions engage profoundly
with the endothelium during inflammation, with leukocyterolling, -adhesion and -diapedesis mounting to an efficient
first immune response at the inflammation site in response
to multiple pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα.58–65
Our novel vessel-on-a-chip system allows pump-controlled,
continuous, unidirectional perfusion of the tissue-engineered
vessel with circulating cells, such as THP-1 cells, thus
permitting live assessment of interaction of these cells with
the endothelium in response to e.g. TNFα stimulation.
Increased attachment of THP-1 cells to the vessel wall was
observed in presence of TNFα after 24 hours, making the
model suitable for studying immunological responses of the
inflamed vasculature. TNFα levels vary greatly in different
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inflammatory diseases. For example, rheumatoid arthritis
patients show a modest rise to 17.9 pg ml−1 compared to
patients with severe bone fractures (0.1 ng ml−1).66,67 Other
groups found different TNFα levels in pre-eclamptic women
(210 pg ml−1 vs. 1.93 pg ml−1), clearly demonstrating the
marked variation of TNFα levels reported in serum, even
within the same disease, which could be due to differences
in detection method or cohort group.68 The concentration of
TNFα used in vitro is usually much higher (range in ng ml−1)
compared to the serum TNFα levels measured in vivo during
inflammation-related diseases, with the latter normally
measured in the pg ml−1 range. The TNFα concentration that
was used in the present study is well in line with other
in vitro assays which assess monocyte adhesion and
interaction with the ECs under flow in more traditional fluidchamber settings.11,65,69
In the present study, a trend (p = 0.07) towards increased
pericyte/THP-1 co-localization was observed when THP-1 were
flowed in the presence of TNFα compared to control. Recent
studies identified pericytes as important regulators in
leukocytes extravasation.70,71 NG2+ subsets of pericytes
constitutively express ICAM-1 on their membrane, whereas
NG2− pericytes express ICAM-1 after TNFα stimulation.71
Proebstl et al. showed that the occurrence of enlarged gaps
between adjacent pericytes in response to inflammatory
cytokines facilitates transmigration of leukocytes by binding
to ICAM-1 expressing pericytes.71 Ayres-Sander et al.
confirmed the beneficial role of pericytes in trans-endothelial
migration of neutrophils.72
Current model vs. existing state-of-the-art microfluidic
models
The scientific community increasingly demands more
complex 3D models that provide a more complete
recapitulation of different vascular biological aspects.
Currently, most research groups create their own microfluidic
models using novel bio-fabrication methods with each model
tailored to their specific research questions and needs.
When comparing our model to current state-of-the-art
vessel-on-a-chip systems, our model provides some answers
to previously encountered challenges in platform design,
particularly in terms of vascular biology and constant flow
regulation and perfusion. The advanced system presented by
Takahashi et al. demonstrated a tubular channel seeded with
HUVECs in a full collagen type I hydrogel environment in the
absence of flow and mural cell incorporation.14 The paper by
Tan et al. presented a tubular channel seeded with human
ECs in a full ECM environment with inclusion of vascular
smooth muscle cells.73 The use of other bio-fabrication
techniques such as those developed by Jia et al. allows coaxial
3D printing to create a hollow tube composed of a bio-ink gel
consisting of mainly gelatin-methacryloyl (GelMA) and 4-arm
polyĲethylene glycol)-tetra-acrylate (PEGTA) in which a mixture
of human mesenchymal cells and HUVECs are fully
encapsulated in the tube wall.74 These types of approaches
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successfully create a tubular structure with both ECs and
mural cells. However, the organization of the cells remains
an issue as high density GelMA is known to limit cell
migration75 and the formation of the distinct layers requires
the ability of the cells suspended in the GelMA mix to selforganize into these layers. Similarly, Kolesky et al. also
created a channel system in a full GelMA environment seeded
with a monolayer of endothelial cells that could support
endothelial barrier function.31 However, although they
combined this vascular network with other tissue cell types,
mural cells were not incorporated and the system was not
tested with pump-controlled, continuous flow.
In summary, the most recent studies reporting on vascular
regeneration and vascular tissue on a chip all focus on
improving different aspects ranging from how to increase
complexity and biological function to assessment of different
bio-fabrication methods for vascular structures. The majority
of the published vascular microfluidic models share common
features concerning bio-fabrication method, flow, 3D
environment, ECM and types of cells used in culture. Most
studies focus on a specific research question using a
dedicated microfluidic model with predefined characteristics
to test their hypothesis and thus, all have their own merits
and limitations. For our vessel-on-a-chip system, we focus
mainly on recreating a system with a biological environment
that not only sustains vascular cells, but also supports a
vascular response that mimics the natural conditions,
including the capacity of the cytokine-activated endothelium
to interact with circulating immune cells. Our system thereby
offers a valuable complementary model to existing platforms,
which are more orientated towards assessing e.g. sprouting
capacity and interaction with tissue specific cells. Follow up
studies using this new model can provide valuable new
insights in the immune cell-mediated pathogenesis of
vascular disease. For example, current research in the
pericyte field has demonstrated the involvement of pericytes
in tissue fibrogenesis: upon activation by macrophage
derived amphiregulin (an epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR)
ligand),
pericytes
transdifferentiate
into
myofibroblasts in a TGFβ dependent manner.76 Yet, certain
subtypes of pericytes, such as CD73+ pericytes in the kidney,
have been shown to suppress inflammation and prevent
progressive renal fibrosis.77 Furthermore, the presented
model provides a suitable platform to allow in depth analysis
of the contribution of different subtypes of pericytes in
relation to inflammation control and fibrogenesis in multiple
diseases including chronic kidney disease.
For diastolic heart failure, we have recently identified a
possible role for the pericytes that support the cardiac
microvascular bed in disease onset or progression.
Characterized by increased stiffness in the left ventricle with
decreased compliance and impaired relaxation, research of
the pathogenesis of diastolic heart failure points towards a
disease pathway with which involves endothelial dysfunction,
vascular rarefaction, inflammation and fibrosis that
negatively influences myocyte performance and promotes
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cardiac wall stiffening. Most significantly, we have recently
shown in a rat model of diastolic heart failure, that cardiac
fibrosis initiates in microvascular foci, which are
characterized by a disorganization of hyper proliferative
endothelial cells and pericytes. These foci are hotbeds of
inflammation and deposition of fibrosis-associated ECM
components.78 In addition, rise in TGFβ levels and TGFβ
pathway activation plays a central role in pathogenesis of this
disease. Despite these obvious links with inflammation and
fibrosis, the role of pericytes has not been studied in diastolic
heart failure.

Limitations of the study
In the current model, human brain-derived pericytes were
used for mural cell support of the endothelial monolayer.
Although human brain-derived pericytes are considered a
specialized phenotype of perivascular cells, they are often
used to conduct microvascular research.21,79–82 Cross check
with multiple GEO datasets of freshly isolated murine mural
cells82 with in vitro cultured iPSC derived pericytes83
(GSE124579) and placental pericytes84 (GSE117469) with our
own dataset of in vitro brain derived pericytes showed many
similarities.85 Overlap of all genes with positive reads
produces a list of 137 genes that includes prominent and well
defined pericytes markers such as ACTA2, PDGFRB, NG2
(CSPG4), TAGLN, CD248, MYH11, DES, ZIC1 and MCAM.85
The most prominent pericyte markers PDGFRB and NG2 were
also expressed in the top tertile of the total RNA signal. These
findings show that human brain-derived pericytes share a
large number of common markers with pericytes derived
from other sources.
The diameter of the current neovessels may be considered
too large to mimic micro-vessels. One of the main aims of
this study was to design and create a vessel-on-a-chip system
that has the capacity to mimic circulating cell interaction
with the vasculature in vivo during an inflammatory
response. In vivo, leukocyte activation and subsequent rolling
and adhesion to the vessel luminal surface mainly takes
place in the post-capillary venules where shear rate and shear
stress levels are intrinsically low.86,88 These venules may
range in 10–100 μm in diameter. In relation to this, pericytes
are not only present in the capillaries, but also provide
support to vessels with larger diameters, including pre- and
post-arterioles, capillaries and venules (<100 μm) as reviewed
in multiple publications.33,89 Our present system supports
neovessels with a diameter of 500 μm, which may be
considered too large. For any vessel-on-a-chip system that
focusses on faithfully recreating native biomechanical
conditions, it remains very challenging to create vessels in
the capillary range that can sustain prolonged physiologically
relevant flow without damaging the integrity of the vessel
structure or compromising on the stiffness of the supporting
ECM or hydrogel. Thus far, several studies have reported the
use of fully soft material encased channels with a diameter
ranging between 360 and 800 μm, which permit
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perfusion.15,16,30,90 Similar to our system, these previously
reported setups were limited in their ability to further reduce
the diameter to the desired range due to limitations in the
biomechanical properties of the encasing ECM or hydrogel.
Studies that have achieved flowed channels within the
capillary range have their own disadvantages as most of the
time, they can only sustain perfusion using low levels (bidirectional and non-continuous) of gravitational flow without
the active control of mechanical pump systems.41–43 Despite
the discrepancy in size between venules and the neovessels
in our current system, many traits in the natural behavior of
pericytes and ECs during their interaction, such as pericyte
recruitment and effect on the establishment of the
endothelial barrier, could still be successfully demonstrated
in our platform.
Channel size reduction may be achieved in future studies
using the top-down subtractive 3D printing strategy, based
on printing the predefined channels with a soluble material,
such as carbohydrate glass87 and Pluronic F12731 before
casting or 3D printing the hydrogel, followed by channel
creation by dissolving the sacrificial materials. This approach
allows creation of channels in a range of 1000 to 50 μm,
although perfusion with physiological flow without
disruption of the hydrogel wall will still remain an issue.
Relatively high circumferential stretch (>110%) as a result of
flow may cause channel expansion and disruption of cell–cell
junctions in the endothelium thus compromising barrier
function and vessel integrity. In the living body, the native
micro-vessels are surrounded by tissue cells that provide
additional mechanical support. An increase in hydrogel
strength, so stretch remain limited under physiological flow
levels, may provide the answer to gel encapsulated systems
like ours. However, it has to be taken into consideration that
the desired properties of an optimal hydrogel for the
perfused vascular system require a delicate balance between
what is supportive of biological function (such as
maintaining migratory ability of mural cells through the
hydrogel for self-organization) and providing mechanical
strength and elasticity to counter act the circumferential
stretch.
When considering the microvasculature, the shear stress
level of 0.286 dyne per cm2 is low compared to the levels
reported by e.g. Koutsiaris et al. who calculated wall shear
stress in the human eye.86 Based on the diameter of the
smallest human conjunctival capillaries, the wall shear stress
was ∼95 dyne per cm2, whereas 2.8 dyne per cm2 was
calculated for the post-capillary venules.86 Shear stress levels
differ largely between organs and tissues and also varies
considerably within the same tissue depending on the
location in the capillary bed.91 For example, the shear stress
in glomerular capillaries ranges between 1 and 95 dyne per
cm2,92 whereas shear stress in the capillaries of the highly
vascularized placenta is calculated to be ∼0.5 dyne per cm2.93
Furthermore, shear stress is often calculated based on the
following equation: τw = 4μQ/πr3, in which shear stress at the
luminal wall (τw) depends on flow rate (Q), fluid viscosity (μ),
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and inner radius the vessel (r). It has been suggested that
although this is a correct assumption for larger straight
vessels segments with limited bifurcations, an alternative
formula should be used to calculated wall shear stress in
capillaries of the microvascular bed: τw = ΔPd/4L, with wall
shear stress (τw) calculated from the pressure difference
across the capillary (ΔP), and the inner diameter (d) and
length (L) of the capillary.94 By using this method for wall
shear stress calculations, Cho et al. calculated that in murine
mesentery capillaries, based on the pressure gradients
reported,95 wall shear stress in a micro-vessel was 0.16 dyne
per cm2.94 Our calculated wall shear stress (0.286 dyne per
cm2) is similar compared to the study of Osaki et al.16
Systems that use unmonitored gravitational flow have
severely limited control over flow speed, as it will decline
with exhaustion of the source reservoir, and are therefore
unsuitable for studies with circulating cells which require
controlled unidirectional flow with a consistent flow
rate.15,43,49 Some in vitro systems use Ibidi slides and pumps
or other designs to perfuse immune cells in a blood vessel
mimicking environment. In these systems, slide seeded ECs
are perfused with neutrophils or other circulating cells with a
shear stress between 0.5 and 1 dyne per cm2.11,65,69,96 These
shear stress levels are close to the range of shear stress in
our current microfluidic model.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we designed, fabricated and tested a novel
vasculature microfluidic device to mimic complex vasculature
tissue. Our vessel-on-a-chip can be easily produced and (live)
monitored using a standard confocal microscope setup. This
model enables the co-culture of multiple (vascular) cell types
in a 3D ECM environment while being perfused with relevant
microvascular flow levels. The high flexibility of this model
allows researchers to study specific interactions between
different cell types and cell–ECM interaction, in a
background of different stimuli to mimic specific (disease)
environments. Our current microfluidic device provides a
unique tool to conduct in vitro analysis of the human
microvasculature during the inflammation process of a
multitude of different relevant human diseases.
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